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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER ,

; (Denying PCCIs' Motion to Compel
i Production of Documents in Third Request)

I MEMORANDUM

i

; On May 11,1981, Porter County Chapter Intervenors (PCCIs) moved

i to compel NIPSCO to produce documents requested in paragraphs ?, 8,-14,
i

15, 26 and 17 of its " Third Request to NIPSCO for Production of Documents,"
'

filed on March 20, 1981.

Paragraphs 2, 8, and 16 of the request for production relate to

documents on which NIPSCO bases its energy and peak load forecasts.
|

NIPSCO objects to producing the documents on the grounds that they-

are not relevant to any contentions admitted in the proceeding and that
t

the public dissemination of the information could be detrimental to its

custoners. PCCIs' motion contends that the documents are relevant to
.

'
4 the subject matter involved in the proceeding,which PCCIs define as
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nor scope of discov'.ry is limited to contentions admitted." PCCIs

apparently rely upon the exclusive reference to construction permit

and operating license proceeding in the second sentence of 10 CFR

52.740(b)(1) which provides, as follows:

In a proceeding on an application for a construction permit
or an operating license for a production or utilization facility,
discovery shall begin only after the prehearing conference provided
for in 52.751a and shall relate only to those matters in
controversy which had been identified by the Cormiission or the
presiding officer in the prehearing order entered at the conclusion
of that prehearing conference.

Unlike PCCIs, the Board does not read the reference to construction

permit and operating license proceedings as prohibiting a similar

limitation on discovery in other types of proceedings. In this

construction permit extension proceeding, as in any other flRC

administrative beard proceeding, within the legislative or .

regulatory authorization for the proceeding, the presiding officer has ,

the power to further define the issues to be litigated by requesting

specific contentiotis and ruling upon their admissibility. We have

i followed that procedure in this case, although we have not yet ruled
|

| upon those contentions which the parties and Board have agreed should
|

await the Staff's environmental evaluation. We cannot agree with the

implication in PCCIs' motion that, even after the parties have availed
;

themselves of the opportunity to submit specific contentions which

have been ruled upon by the Board, discovery might be had upon matters
!

that could have been the subject of other admissible contentSns had

they been submitted to the Board.
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Furthermore, whether discovery is limited to those matters relevant

to admitted contentions or may extend to the outermost perimeters of the

legislative framework for establishing this proceeding, PCCIs' mere

allegation that the requested documents are relevant to NIPSCO's claim of

good cause is unpersuasive. We do not perceive any relationship between

the categories of documents requested and NIPSCO's ability to show good

cause for the extension, and PCCIs have expended little effort in,

enlightening us. We must conclude that these documents are not relevant

under either interpretation of the scope of discovery.

Paragraph 14 of PCCIs' request seeks copies of complete minutes of

all NIPSCO's Board of Directors meetings in addition to the already

produced excerpted portions of minutes in which the Bailly facility had

been discussed; Paragraph 15 seeks all notes and summaries of telephone

conversations between NRC personnel and NIPSCO employees, in addition to

the already produced portions pertaining to admitted cententions; and
.

Paragraph 17 seeks production of a file containing an already produced

piece of correspondence, the file having been mentioned but otherwise

not identified by NIPSCO's cour. el at a deposition in this proceeding.

All three categories of documents are similar in that they each contain

material that was produced by NIPSCO in response to a discovery

request, no showing has been made that the documents requested are
"

relevant in any way other than that they contain portions that are.

relevant and were produced, no showing has been made that NIPSCO has

failed to produce other relevant material within the categories under

which portions of the documents were produced, and NIPSCO nas offered
_
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persuasive reasons why the docua nts should be afforded some

confidentiality.

Under the circumstances, we think that the information sought by

PCCIs does not appear tu ae reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence, as required under 10 CFR 52.740(b)(1).

In the Board's view the rules do not contemplate a wholesale production

of files merely because they contain relevant information that has

already been produced. In order to justify the Board's ordering the

production of the requested documents, intervenors must attempt to show

that the withheld documents, rather than those already produced, might be

relevant to the proceeding. This they have not done.

ORDER

For all of the foregoing reasons and based upon a consideration of

the entire record in this matter, it is this 24th day of August 1981 .

ORDERED

That PCCIs' motior, to compel the p oduction of doctments by NIPSCO

pursuant to PCCIs' third request to MIPSCO for production of documents,

!

is denied. *
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i FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
I LICENSING BOARD

dt }_T w m
Herbert Grossman, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE
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